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Abstract: At the present stage of the economic relations development, competitive fight both in domestic and
on the world market becomes more and more tougher. Thus it should be noted that connection between
competitiveness of the enterprise and condition of its economic situation. Therefore, for the enterprise that
seeks to break forth to the world market, management of competitiveness becomes a decisive factor.
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INTRODUCTION indicators of competitiveness, where i - number of an

Research of competitiveness of machine-building (j=1,2, …, m) ;
enterprise demands carrying out quantitative assessment
and use of received results when developing strategy of Step 2: Definition and carrying out market researches of
the enterprise in conditions of the market competition. indicators and major factors of competitiveness of the
The developed model of management of competitiveness enterprise and its competitors;
of the enterprise, is based on the following indicators [1]:
capabilities; market requirements satisfaction degree; Step 3: Determination of importance of each coefficient of
results of financial and economic activity. ponderability of single indicators for providing a

The model can be used when studying reasonable assessment of competitiveness level of the
competitiveness of the enterprise for the purpose of enterprise;
definition of the main disproportions between its
capabilities and results of activity  and  also  development In Table 1.1 indexes i, j - numbers of compared
of organizational and economic actions eliminating these indicators (i, j =1,2, …, 9 k=l, 2, …, 9). The algorithm of
disproportions. calculation of coefficients of ponderability of the

Theoretical: In the developed model of competitiveness enterprise is presented in Table 1.1.
management of enterprise the problem of management and It is possible to use the method of points presented
assessment of enterprises competitiveness is based on by formula (1.1):
calculation of value of indicators of competitiveness of
the compared enterprises for the purpose of their
arrangement relating to enterprises of competitors.
Procedure of its implementation consists of sequence of
the following steps [2]: 

Step 1: Definition of the main single indicators
characterizing competitiveness of the enterprise. Set of
the compared enterprises are presented by set of single

indicator of competitiveness (i=1,2, …, enterprise n) j-th

indicators characterizing competitiveness level of the

where: ki - coefficient of ponderability of i-th indicator of
competitiveness of the enterprise; i - indicator number; j -
number of expert; d - number of experts; ij - the point
assigned to i - th to a j-th indicator bythe expert; cj -
score, assigned by j-th expert to all indicators.
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Table 1.1: Calculation of ponderability coefficients of the indicators characterizing level of competitiveness of the enterprise

Table 1.2: Calculation of ponderability coefficients of the indicators characterizing level of competitiveness of the enterprise on example of JSC KAPO named
after S. P. Gorbunov

The quantity of indicators depends on tasks which definition of expected level of competitiveness of the
are set at determination of competitiveness of the compared enterprises;
enterprise and also, on features of its activity, market
position held by it in comparison with other enterprises. Step 5: Carrying out analysis of single indicators of
[3, 4]. competitiveness of enterprise.

Step 4: Research of major factors of competitiveness and
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RESULTS the producer in comparison with his competitors and 5 is

To compare degree of ponderability of indicators of competitiveness of the producer in comparison with
competitiveness of the enterprise, more visually we use competitors.
the chart presented in Fig. 1. On the basis of the above there was developed the

When comparing several producers of cargo planes, model of management competitiveness of the enterprise
the condition of the enterprise is investigated according which is presented in Figure 2.
to indicators characterizing competitiveness in From  the developed  model  it  is  visible   that
comparison with his competitors, more visually it can be leading places are taken by producers of cargo planes
seen in Table 1.3. (Airbus A400M (France) and C-130J-30 (USA)),

When comparing competitors on production of cargo comparing  domestic  producers,  the  leading place is
planes depending on condition of their competitive taken  by   producer  An-70  (in  the  long  term
positions, points from 1 to 5 are established, the most production will be arranged on KAPO named after S. P.
minimum indicator is 1 that means the worst condition  of Gorbunov).

the highest coefficient which shows high level of

Table 1.3: Comparative analysis of cargo planes relating to one class, but made by different producers

An-70 Il-76MD-90A Airbus A400M C-130J-30 Shaanxi Y-9 

No / Indicator Name (Russia) (Russia) (France) (USA) (China)

1 Marketing activity 3 2 4 5 1

2 Profitability of sales 2 1 5 4 3

3 Financial situation 3 1 5 4 2

4 Image 4 2 5 3 1

5 Competitiveness of a product 3 1 5 4 2

6 Management efficiency 1 2 4 5 3

7 Innovative development of the region 4 2 5 3 1

8 Introduction of innovative technologies 3 1 4 5 2

9 Introduction of innovations 3 1 5 4 2

Sum of coefficients 26 13 42 37 17

Ponderability coefficients of competitiveness indicators of the enterprise

Fig. 1: Step 6. Consists in distribution of coefficients depending on indicators of research of competitiveness of the
enterprise. Distribution of coefficients is carried out as follows: 0, 07 - marketing activity; 0,12 - profitability of
sales; 0,13 - financial position; 0,10 - image; 0,16 - competitiveness of a product; 0,09 - management efficiency;
0,10 - innovative development of the region; 0,12 - introduction of innovative technologies; 0,11 - introduction
of innovations.
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Fig. 2: Model of competitiveness management of the environment //    Procedia   Economic  and  Finance.
enterprise on the example of cargo planes of 5: 73-82.
domestic and foreign production. 1. Marketing 2. Bolton, R.N. and K.N. Lemon, 1999. A dynamic model
activity; 2. Profitability of sales; 3. Financial of customers' usage of services: Usage as an
situation; 4. Image; 5. Competitiveness of a antecedent and consequence of satisfaction / Journal
product; 6. Management efficiency; 7. Innovative of Marketing Research, 36(2): 171-186.
development of the region; 8. Introduction of 3. Cadotte, E.R., R.B. Woodruff and R.L. Jenkins, 1987.
innovative technologies; 9. Introduction of Expectations and norms in models of consumer
innovations. satisfaction /    Journal   of    Marketing   Research,

CONCLUSION 4. Kamasheva Anastasia, Kolesnikova Julia, Karasik

According to this model, it is possible to determine Inequality in the Labor Market // Procedia Economic
the main directions for increase of level of and Finance. 5: 386-392.
competitiveness of the enterprise. Study of strengths and 5. Deming, W.E., 1982. Quality, Productivity and
weaknesses of competitors. Focus efforts on improving of Competitive Position. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
lagging behind positions of the enterprise. pp: 324.

At  measurement  of  competitiveness of the 6. Bagautdinova, N.G., I.R. Gafurov, N.V. Kalenskaya
enterprise all above factors have to be considered. and A.Z. Novenkova, 2012. The regional
Increase of the above indicators of the enterprise and its development  strategy  based  on territorial marketing
competitive situation represents in aggregate a condition (the case of Russia) (2012) World Applied Sciences
of competitiveness of the enterprise. Results of financial Journal, 18(Special Issue of Economics): 179-184.
and economic activity of the enterprise show real 7. Faulks, K., 2006. Education for citizenship in
reflection of the reached situation of competitiveness and England’s secondary schools: a critique of current
therefore they have to be used as one of its principle and practice. Journal of Education Policy.
characteristics [5]. 21(1): 59-74. 

Any enterprise, in modern market conditions using its 8. Print, M., 2007. Citizenship education and youth
core capabilities has to aim at, first, improvement of participation in democracy, British Journal of
results of the financial and economic activity and Educational Studies. 55(3): 325-345. 
secondly - the maximum satisfaction of requirements of 9. Rose, Lowell C. Gallup, M. Alec and M. Elam Stanley,
the market. Therefore, it is necessary to define and 1997. The 29th annual The DELTA Kappa.Gallup Poll
operate competitiveness of the enterprise, using the of the public's attitudes towards the public school,
developed model of competitiveness management of the Phi Delia Kappan. 79(1): 41-56.
enterprise. High levels of coefficients of each of indicators 10. Ruthven, K., 1995. Beyond common sense:
guarantee high competitiveness of the enterprise as a Reconceptualizing National Curriculum assessment.
whole in comparison with its competitors. The Curriculum Journal. 6: 5-28.

Introduction of model of enterprise competitiveness
management, will allow the enterprise, to increase
productivity of administrative decisions concerning
questions of optimization of production resources,
introductions of innovations and innovative technologies
for increase of competitiveness of the enterprise.
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